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ON A GEOMETRIC PROPERTY OF THE SET OF
INVARIANT MEANS ON A GROUP

CHING CHOU

Abstract. If G is a discrete group andxE.G then £~denotes the

homeomorphism of ßG onto ßG induced by left multiplication by x.

A subset K of ßG is said to be invariant if it is closed, nonempty and

x~K(ZK for each «EG. Let ML(G) denote the set of left invariant

means on G. (They can be considered as measures on ßG.)

Theorem. Let G be a countably infinite amenable group and let

K be an invariant subset of ßG. Then the nonempty w*-compact

convex set M{G, K) = {<f>GML(G): suppt <¡>CK) has no exposed

points (with respect to w*-topology). Therefore, it is infinite di-

mensional.

1. Let 5 be a semigroup, m(S) the Banach space of bounded real

functions on 5 with the sup norm </>£m(5)* is called a mean if

||(/>||=1 and <t>(f)^0 for/^0. Let ßS denote the Stone-Cech com-

pactification of the discrete set 5. Each/G?w(5) can be extended to

a continuous function on ßS. The extended function will again be

denoted by/. If 0 is a mean on m(S) then ¡x^, will denote the prob-

ability measure on ßS defined by fßsfda^,=4>(f),fEm(S).

A mean </>£m(5)* is said to be left invariant if <j>(f) =4>(lsf) for

fEm(S) and sES where lsfEm(S) is defined by (lsf)(s{) =f(ssi). De-
note the set of all left invariant means on 5 by ML(S). If ML(S) is

nonempty then we say 5 is left amenable. In this case, ML(S) is

w*-compact convex (cf. [5]).

For s ES, s~ denotes the continuous mapping of ßS into itself de-

fined by s~si = ssi, siES. A subset K of ßS is said to be invariant if it

is nonempty, closed and s~KEK for each s£5. If K is an invariant

subset of ßS, set M(S, K) = {<t>EML(S) : suppt u+EK }.

If 5 is left amenable and K is an invariant subset of ßS then, by

Day's fixed point theorem [ó], M(S, K) is nonempty. It is also

easy to check that M(S, K) is TO*-compact convex and each extreme

point of M(S, K) is also an extreme point of ML(S). Thus, by the

Kreïn-Milman theorem, M(S, K) contains at least one extreme point

of ML(S). In general ßS contains many mutually disjoint invariant

sets. For example, when 5 is an infinite amenable group then ßS
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has at least 2° such sets (cf. [2]). Here c denotes the cardinality of

the continuum. Therefore, we concluded in [2] that for each infinite

amenable group 5 the set ML(S) has at least 2° extreme points. It is

then natural to ask whether ML(S) has any exposed points (with

respect to the w*-topology). Cf. [io] for the definition of exposed

points.

Indeed, if 5 is a left amenable semigroup and K an invariant sub-

set of ßS one may ask the following more general questions: How

big is the set M(S, K)l Does it have any exposed points? Raimi

[12] proved that for each invariant subset K of ßN, N the additive

semigroup of positive integers, M(N, K) has at least two extreme

points. Recently, Fairchild [7], adapting the technique in Granirer

[8], proved that if 5 is a left amenable, countably infinite cancellation

semigroup and K is an invariant subset of ßS then M(S, K) has

infinitely many extreme points. The main result of this paper is the

following.

Theorem. Let G be a countably infinite amenable group and K be an

invariant subset of ßG. Then M(G, K) has no exposed points.

Since every compact convex subset of a finite-dimensional topo-

logical vector space has exposed points, the above seemingly negative

result implies, among other things, Fairchild's result which we men-

tioned above.

If X is a discrete set and o>EßX then to' will denote the element in

m(X)* defined by co'(f) =f(w),fEm(X). If A and B are sets, A A B

= (A\B)U(B\A) and \A\ = number of elements in A.

2. Throughout this section G denotes a countably infinite amen-

able group with a fixed sequence of finite subsets, Fn, such that

(FI) FnEFn+i, n = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ ; \jFn = G,

(F2) Fn = F-\n = \,2,

(F3) hmn\xFn A Fn\/\Fn\=0, xEX.

The existence of such a sequence Fn for every countable amenable

group is proved by Namioka [l 1 ].

For a positive integer n, Tn:m(G)^>m(G) isdefinedby

(iyXco) = (1/ \Fn\)   Z f(x~w),       f E m(G), w E ßG.

Note that (Tnf)(œ) = (T*co')f. For wEßG, set <2„ = the set of w*-

cluster points of the sequence Tnw'.

Lemma 1. Let K be an invariant subset of ßG and coEK. Then

QaEM(G, K).
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Proof. Let^ = limar*a u'EQu. Then, forfEm(G) and xEG,

(T*nau')f -  (Tl*')lxf\

= (i/k».l)   E/(r«)- £/(*-r«)
»EF- „EF.

á (|í"».Aa;F..|/|/?..|)-| 0     as na —» »,    by (F3).

Thus d)(lxf)=4>(f), i.e., <f>EML(G). The fact that suppt Af*C£ is
obviously true.

Lemma 2. Lei w„ èe a sequence of distinct elements in ßX where X is

an infinite discrete set. Let «i<«2< • • • be an increasing sequence of

positive integers. Then the sequence

(l/n,)(Ji + ¿2 + ■ ■ ■ + <an¡), 1,2,

is not convergent in the w*-topology and hence has at least two w*-cluster

points.

Proof. When n¡=j this lemma is the main theorem of Rudin [13].

His proof also works for this slightly generalized proposition.

The following mean ergodic theorem is similar to that of Calderón

[l] and Tempel'man [14]. If B is a Banach space, £(B) will denote

the algebra of bounded linear operators from B into itself.

Lemma 3. Let B be a Banach space and 11 be a mapping of G into

£(B) such that (1) 111» = IFIl*, x, yEG, (2) || 11*11 ÚC, a constant, for
all xEG. Assume AEB is weakly compact and C\LXAEA for xEG.

Then for each fEA the sequence Pn(f) = (1/| Fn\ )2^xef„ 111/ con-
verges in norm.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of [l]. We only give a sketch

here. Choose a sequence «¿ such that Pnj(f) converges to an element

foEA is weak topology. Note that we have the following two in-

equalities: For^GG,

||n*(p„/) - P./H = (i/1 f„ |)   Z w*f - ¿2 wf
»EFn y(=Fn

i(C\FnxAFn\/\Fn\)-\\f\\

= (C|x-1FnAFn|/|i?„|)-||/||        (by(F2)),

||P„(11*/) - Pnf\\ ^(C\xFnAFn\/\Fn|)-||/||.

By (F3) and the above two inequalities, lim„ ||ll*(.Pn/) — Pnf\\ =0 and
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lim„ IIP^Il*/) — P„f\\ =0 (xEG). Using these two equalities, it is not
difficult to conclude that lim Pnf=fo in norm.

Clearly the above lemma also holds if we change (1) into (1)':

The following lemma is a refinement of [9, Theorem 4].

Lemma 4. Let K be an invariant subset of ßG. Then for eachfEm(G)

there exist wEK and (piEQw, * = 1, 2,<bi¿¿(pi, suchthat

sup{<p(f):<t> E M(G, K)} = <¡>i(f) = <h2(f).

Proof. Denote sup{<p(f):<pEM(G, K)} by a(f). Since M(G, K) is
nonempty and w*-compact there exists <¡>EM(G, K) such that

</>(/)=«(/)• Let B=L2(p't) and <U* be defined by (it^H =h(x~a),

hEL2(p¿), uEK. Since </> is left invariant, ||ltx|| =1, xEG, and clearly

W = W*. Also note that, iifEm(G),

(pnf)(o¡) = (i/1 Fn [) £ f(y~") = (ZV)0),     « G a-.

Therefore, by Lemma 3, lim„ Tnf exists in L2(p¿) norm. Denote the

limit by/o. Choose a subsequence »y such that limy (Tnjf)(w) =/0(w)

exists for wG-DCi? where Z> is a Borel subset of K and Pt(D) = 1. Thus

(i) ffodp* -Km J (tv)<w - *(rn/) = <K/).

Also note that if coG£> then there exists ^EQc such that ^(/) =f0(u).

Hence by Lemma 1

(Ü) /o(«) ^ a(/) - *(/).

Compare (i) and (ii) we see that/o(co) =<¡>(f) for almost all caED. In

particular, there exists u0EK such that

(iii) <p(f) = Km(7V)(<oo).
y

Finally, note that if x, yEG, x^y, then ^"wo^y'wo [3, Lemma 1].

Thus we may apply Lemma 2 to the set {x~wo'.xEG} and conclude

that the sequence

(1/1*., I)   Z   (^„)'=<co'
i6P„-

has at least two co*-cluster points <j>i and <£2. By the definition, <pi

EQu0,i = l., 2. Thatc£i(/) = 4>i{f) =«(/) follows directly from (iii).
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Theorem 1. Let G be a countably infinite amenable group and let K

be an invariant subset of ßG. Then the w*-compact convex set M(G, K)

has no exposed points.

Proof. <pEM(G, K) is an exposed point if and only if there exists

fEM(G) such that <p(f) >t(f) for x//EM(G, K), iP^(p. By Lemma 4,
there is no cp EM(G, K) which has this property.

When K=ßG, M(G, K) = ML(G). We want to state this special

case separately.

Corollary 1. Let G be a countably infinite amenable group. Then

ML(G) has exactly 2C extreme points but has no exposed points.

That ML(G) has 2C extreme points is contained in [2].

Corollary 2. Let S be a left amenable countably infinite cancellation

semigroup.

(1) // K is a minimal invariant subset of ßS then M(S, K) has no

exposed points.

(2) If K is an invariant subset of ßS then M(S, K) cannot be em-

bedded into a Banach space ajfinely and topologically. In particular,

M(S, K) has to be infinite dimensional.

Proof. (1) Since 5 is cancellative it can be considered as a sub-

semigroup of an amenable group G (cf. [15]). We may assume that G

is generated by 5. In particular, G is also countably infinite. Let K be

a minimal invariant subset of ßS. Fix any <pEM(S, K). For sES,

using the fact that s~ is one-one [2, Lemma 2.1], one gets that

H4,(s~K) =u¿(K) = 1. Therefore suppt n$Es~KEK. On the other hand,

since suppt p^, is invariant [15, Theorem 4.3] and K is minimal in-

variant we conclude that K = s~K = suppt jli¿. Since G is generated

by 5 we see that x~K = K for each xEG, i.e., K is an invariant subset

of ßG. Therefore, by Theorem 1, M(G, K) has no exposed points. It

is easily checked that M(G, K)=M(S, K). Thus M(S, K) has no

exposed points.

(2) Let K be an invariant subset of ßS. By Zorn's Lemma, K con-

tains a minimal invariant subset Ki. Hence, by (1), M(S, Ki) has no

exposed points. Note that M(S, KX)EM(S, K). Thus the result fol-

lows from the well-known fact that every compact convex subset of a

Banach space has exposed points (cf. Klee [lO]).

Let G be an amenable group and H a homomorphic image of G.

Then it is known that if, for each invariant subset Ki of ßH, M(H, Ki)

is infinite dimensional then M(G, K) is also infinite dimensional for
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each invariant subset K of ßG [7, Proposition 5.7]. In particular, if G

is an infinite abelian group then G has a countably infinite homo-

morphic image H [13]. Thus by Corollary 2 we have the following.

Corollary 3. Let S be an infinite abelian cancellation semigroup

and K an invariant subset of ßS. Then M(S, K) is infinite dimensional.

Another consequence of Lemma 4 is the following generalization of

Theorem 4 in [9].

Theorem 2. Let G be a countable amenable group with a sequence of

finite sets F„ which satisfies (FI), (F2) and (F3). Then ML(G) equals

the u*-closed convex hull of U {Q„ '.coEßG}.

3. Remarks. (1) We believe that Theorem 1 holds for every infinite

amenable group. But we do not know how to prove it.

When G is a countably infinite amenable group and K an invariant

subset of ßG then Theorem 1 tells us that M (G, K) has infinitely

many extreme points. It is interesting to know exactly how many

extreme points are in M(G, K). Are there 2C of them?

(2) Let G be a unimodular ff-compact locally compact amenable

group. Then, same as the discrete case, there exists a sequence Fn of

compact neighborhoods of the identity such that (FI), (F2) and (F3)

hold [4, Theorem 4]. Of course, here in (F3), \A | denotes the Haar

measure of a set A, instead of the number of elements in A. The mean

ergodic theorem (Lemma 3) also holds for the above G and Fn: Let

x—>tUx be a weakly continuous homomorphism of G into £(B), B a

Banach space, such that j["^LL^j| ¿C for each xEG where C is a fixed

constant. Suppose there is a weakly compact convex set A EB such

that <\lxAEA, xEG. Then for each uEA, (í/\Fn\)fFncü.x(u)dx con-

verges in norm to an element in A (cf. Calderón [l] and Tempel'man

[14])-
[l] and [14] also contain an individual ergodic theorem with

respect to a sequence similar to Fn above with an additional condi-

tion : there exists k > 0 such that

(E) \fI\  ¿k\Fn\,       n= 1, 2, • • •.

We do not know whether the individual ergodic theorem holds with-

out (E). Even for a countable amenable discrete group it is unlikely in

general that a sequence FH can be found to satisfy (FI), (F2), (F3)

and (E) simultaneously.
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